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You will all have been saddened to learn (frofi'$ May issue of "AW") of the
death on 17 April of David Keddie at the age 6f ?6. I should like to add my
own appreciation of David's kindness anfl generosity to that of the much
fuller one which follows by his close SATS colleague Ian Steedmans
"To his many friends and colleagues in Scottish athletics who knew him as an
enthusiastic and meticulous compiler of ranking lists or as a keen collector
of programmes., results and records or as a conscientious and unobtrusive

journalist or simply and typically as a charming and modest companion and
thorough gentleman, the sudden loss of David Gordon Anderson Keddie has now

left a gap which will be very difficult to fill.
During the mid-1960s, as the collection and collation of the results of

track and field in Scotland became more organised, I had the pleasure of co
operating with-David, to producera number of issues of "Scottish Athletics"

following the departure to Canada of the pioneer author of that publication,
Simon Pearson, With David's wealth of information and his almost encyclo
paedic knowledge of names and performances to call upon, together with his
endless fund of anecdotes about athletics personalities past and present
(David had been a capable and respected reporter of Scottish j§PLQr£ for more

than 30 years), my task as a founder member and first Honorary Secretary, pf .•the SATS became a rewarding and memorable experience.
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In recognition of his invaluable work as a statistician, David was invited '
in 1967 to membership of the NUTS .and for the past two years he had been

joint Scottish correspondent of "AW". He officiated with merit during the
1970 BCG athletics at ;Meadowbank 5 he "was a co-author of /the ESH 75th anni
versary booklet;'ta 19725 and he had already begun preliminary research for
the official centenary publication (due to be published in 1983) of the
history of the SAAA, of which body he was an Honorary Member.
It is appropriate and, perhaps, symbolic that David Keddie - the committed
churchman, the athlete, the rugby player, the gentleman - always spoke with
the greatest admiration of his boyhood hero and Scotland's greatest Olympian,

Eric Liddell.
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The deepest sympathy of SATS members and of all of those acquaintances and

and6John°" David sin the NUTS goes to his ^Wow,. Norah, and his sons Gordon
Jeff Carter, Hon Secretary of SATS, has very kindly agreed to take over the
arrangements for the. NUTS AGM which this year will be held in Edinburgh in

conjunction with the European Cup finals. There is every possibility that
some accommodation will be available in the homes of Edinburgh-based SATS

members; I understand that there should be little difficulty in securing
hotel accommodation, however. Further details, including for example those

relating to tickets, will be notified to members as they become, available.
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0 Would members able to officiate at either/ of the following meetings please

01-363 6266)- Armitage> 63London Roa|^^|lELD,. Middx. EN2:.6lEP (Telephone:
Ik July.

gAAA Senior Relays,''intermediate and Junior Pentathlons at
Hendon

:

.

25 August Borough of Enfield Trophies meeting at Enfield

0 9kShrId/pr^er7 apSoa^inJhe recently published "Academic Who's Who 1973SJirJo ofA?laf£?
£7%£°?5
his entry
reads as Allows:
Senior
Lecturer,
School
Education,
University
of Birmingham
since 197O5
b. 1927;
m. 1950 .

